


Listen to Advice
自家有過，人說要聽。
當局者迷，旁觀者醒。
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It's time 
for lunch!
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Remember to wash 
your hands and line 
up for lunch.

I'm hungry. 
I love lunch 
time!
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I wash my hands 
before lunch.

Students wash their hands 
and line up for lunch.
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We line up 
for lunch.
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Don't cut 
in line.

I did not.
There's 
space here.

Students line up for lunch.
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Listen to advice
and line up.
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Leave 
some meat 
for others.

My favorite meat!
I want to eat a lot.
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Listen to  advice 
and only take your 
share.
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There is no 
meat for me!
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You were too late!

Listen to advice 
and be kind to 
others.
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My soup! You 
should pay attention 
when you walk.

When A-Di went back to 
his seat, he ran into May. 
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It's not my 
fault. You were 
in my way.
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I share 
my meat 
with you!

I help 
you mop 
the floor!

Thank you!
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Classmates come to help 
May and Jack. Teacher 
saw the problem and try 
to solve the problem.

I'm happy 
you help 
each other.

Thank you!
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I will catch you!

You won't 
catch me!

In the afternoon, A-Di
plays in the playground 
during the break time.
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It hurts.
You should 
pay attention. 

It's not my 
fault. You were 
in my way.
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We were 
playing tag.
You should 
pay attention. 
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A-Di went back to 
the classroom. 
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What's wrong, 
A-Di?
You look angry.

Dan ran into 
me. He didn't 
say sorry.
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He said it's 
all my fault.

Dan was not 
kind to me.
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During lunch time, 
you took others' 
shares. You were 
not kind to others.
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 I will listen 
to your advice.

I should be 
kind to others. 
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The next day

Don't cut in line! Pay attention 
when we walk. 
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Let's discuss 
lunch rules. 

Don't take all 
the food!

It's almost 
lunch time!
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I am sorry. 
I should be 
kind to you. 
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That's ok!

You are still 
our friend!
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Let's learn 
from A-Di's 
story.
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We should 
be kind 
to others.
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自家
有過，人說要聽。當局  者迷，

旁觀
者醒
。

Listening 
to advice  
will make 
us better .

Listen to Advice
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Remember to 
listen to advice.

自家
有過，人說要聽。當局  者迷，

旁觀
者醒
。
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This book
belongs to

I have read this book over 

Listen to Advice
自家有過，人說要聽。
當局者迷，旁觀者醒。




